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Abstract: The goal of this paper is to present an efficient novel baseline estimation method for Arabic handwritten text based on the exploited components of Voronoi Diagrams (VD). The proposed based-VD method is constructed from three stages including: Preliminary stages, VD construction and baseline estimation process. The edges of the text are firstly extracted and then both inner and outer contour are traced in order to be converted into a set of sampling points. These sampling points are used to be the VD generators. Then, the baseline is detected from those edges and vertices which are positioned within the text boundaries. The proposed method is implemented, verified and validated on the IFN/ENIT Arabic handwritten dataset. It is discussed and compared with the horizontal projection method against the IFN/ENIT dataset based on affecting by noise, working properly with or without diacritics, working properly with the skewed images and running time efficiently. The results obtained are shown in graphs and output images. The results demonstrated that the proposed method works properly with the skewed and noisy images and with or without diacritics. It also, able to estimate the Arabic text baseline in straight or in curved line.
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1. Introduction

Human reading capabilities are a benchmark for all character recognition systems, the main aim being able to match the reading, understanding and editing capabilities of a human. Arabic Character Recognition (ACR) has advanced on par with all other character recognition systems despite the fact that language has complex characters with cursive structure. The recognition rate achieved in ACR system is quite good considering the above fact. The recognition rate is a simple function of the five processing stages as image acquisition, pre-processing, segmentation, feature extraction and recognition. However, the pre-processing stage is considered as a heart of ACR system. It is an amalgamation of various sub processes like smoothing, noise removal, skew detection, noise removal, baseline estimation and many more. Therefore it is directly influence the dependability and efficiency of the other ACR stages.

The Arabic text is cursively written and the baseline is defined as the imaginary line which connects all the characters of a word. Based on this definition the characters and Shape of Arabic text are categorized as ascenders, descendens and diacritics, see Figure 1. Ascenders and descendens lie above and below the baseline respectively. Diacritics are vital in the sense a diacritic marking between words changes the possible meaning. The main uniqueness of ACR starts with baseline estimation. Hence, the baseline can be utilized in either Arabic text segmentation or for skew normalization as well as for dependent features extraction.

2. The State of The Art

In this paper, VD is used as a tool for estimating the Arabic handwritten text baseline. This section provides and presents an overview about the Arabic baseline estimation methods and about VD background, definitions and components. Furthermore the dataset used in this paper is presented.

2.1. Arabic Text Baseline Estimation Methods

Enough Research has been done focussed on Arabic baseline estimation for over three decades. The beginning was marked by Parhami and Taraghi [13] where in the horizontal projection method was applied in calculating baseline. This work was later carried on by Timsari and Fahimi [17]. Since then research has seen a paradigm shift with advent of new techniques
depending on contour tracing, skeletal extraction and principle component analysis [3].

The horizontal projection method gives a basic understanding of the underlying concept of baseline estimation. The histogram of pixel count in different rows is used to find the baseline. In fact, the peak of the histogram itself is considered baseline. The histogram projection method reduced the analysis of two dimensional images to one dimensional. The horizontal projection method used as the first attempt for Arabic text baseline estimation by [13]. The thickness of baseline is calculated using the most frequent column-height [17] or by taking into account the location of iteration as a reference since they are often near close to the baseline as illustrated in [12]. Pechwitz and Maergner [15] proposed an Arabic text baseline estimation method based on selecting baseline relevant features which are taken from the text skeleton.

Farooq et al. [9] proposed an Arabic text baseline estimation method based on selecting local minimal points which are generated during the text contour representation. Burrow [7] proposed a system to estimate the Arabic word baseline direction based on the Principal Components Analysis (PCA) according on distribution the foreground or the background pixels. In this paper, a novel baseline estimation method for Arabic handwritten text depending on the exploited component of the Voronoi Diagrams (VD) is presented.

2.2. Voronoi Diagram

VD have innumerable applications not limited to 3D space and surface mapping, microstructure modelling, matter disposition in space and environment. VD is induced by a set of points (called sites) subdivision of the plane where the faces correspond to the regions of close site. The VD concept was defined as late as 1644. Later Dirchlet and Voronoi have reinvented voronoi concept and extended to 3D space. The VD’s were given different names, generalized and studied before finding their application in various fields include “marketing, physics, astronomy, chemistry, image processing, medicine, microbiology, networks, imagery, geography and telecommunication and many others” [4, 5, 18]. VD tends to be involved in scenarios where a space should be partitioned into irregular lattices called spheres of influence. Thus, in addition to geometrical construction, it broadly used in many other fields [4, 5, 11].

When the perpendicular bisectors of the edges and the central point are connected together, this is called VD. In Figure 2, consider $P$ is a plane and consider $n$ different points which are called voronoi generators. VD is formed when plane $P$ is divided into cells or geometric objects, each of these cells correspond to one point [4, 5]. A point $q$ will be located in the cell $p_i$ if and only if its distance (i.e., $q$) from point $p_i$ not greater than its distance from any other point $p_j$. The voronoi region is the cell $P_i$ [4, 5]. Mathematically [5]:

$$q \in P_i \iff |q - P_i| < |q - P_j|, \text{ where } i \neq j$$

VD has the following properties

2. Voronoi Regions: Are finite and infinite convex polygons.
3. Voronoi Edges: Are line segments, infinite lines or half lines, which are boundaries of the regions of the voronoi. Voronoi edges are formed by lining perpendicular bisectors to the segment of line that link couple of points in the plane. While voronoi neighbors are sites of the two points that develop the voronoi edge [4, 5].

2.3. The IFN/ENIT Datasets

Database of 569 Arabic images were used as a dataset for validation and examination the proposed methods and which implemented in this paper. The images of Tunisian town’s names are handwritten. The database is an example version of the complete IFN/ENIT handwriting database which is determined the most popular database for testing of Arabic handwriting text recognition system. The text and size of the file, resolution and dimensions of the data to be fed to the database is of a predefined format. The file format is BMP with a resolution of 300 dpi with a size of 18KB. The image dimensions are also capped with lower and higher boundaries set for the width /height as 90/50 to 976/161 respectively. No specific restriction was placed on the number of characters in the text except that all of them should be less than 3 words [16].

3. The Proposed Baseline Estimation Based VD Method

The proposed baseline estimation method is a multi-stage technique. It consists of three main stages including: Preliminary stages, VD construction and baseline estimation process stages. Figure 3 presents the improvement of the voronoi based method which is proposed in this paper.
3.1. Preliminary Stage

In this stage the data is prepared for the next stage. It is built from three image pre-processing operations. These operations are: Edge estimation, contour tracking and identification and sampling process. In this phase, the input script pattern edges are identified, and then both the inner and outer contours are tracked, in order to be converted into a set of sampling points. These sampling points are used to be the VD generators. The first stage is implemented through the following steps.

3.1.1. Edge Detection and Contour Tracing

In this step, the edges are detected by generally searching for a 0-1 or 1-0 transition in pixel values and generally this is done using a window size of 3×3. For any given pixel, 8 neighbours are to be compared in all the possible directions (south, south-west, west and north-west, north, north-east, east, south-east). The contour representation is just an extension of this method which looks at marking the edges and removing the other content of the image by changing the 1’s to 0’s for the centre pixel. Figure 4 presents the suggested 8-neighbourhood contour representation and the direction of process [4].

3.1.2. Sampling Process

This stage requires the down sampling of the pixels generated from contour tracing in the previous step. The first pixel is chosen based on special function which looks at the image from left to right column wise. Given a starting point the subsequent operation involves down sampling of contour by choosing every $R^{th}$ pixel which is retained while removing all other pixels in between, $R$ is a sampling argument, $R$ is greater than 1. This function traverses in the clockwise direction. When $R=1$, all contour pixels are chosen. The sampling interval $R$ is chosen based on the VD construction.

3.2. VD Construction

VD is usually built from a set of VD generators (i.e., sampling points). It alters the text into arithmetical shapes of convex holes and polygons, involves edges and vertices. In this stage, the point-VD construction will be described through an example. The Arabic word ‘Mothleen’ (مظلن) presented in Figure 5 is firstly read. Then, the proposed 8-neighbourhood contour representation method is used to extract the edges and to trace the contour. Finally, the VD generators been chosen using $R=4$ along the contour and the VD is then built using all the generated samples, see Figure 6.

A part of the VD in Figure 6 is zoomed in Figure 7, in order to present the information of VD-components. Voronoi edges of point VD have been categorized into four following types based on their position in the base text (the edges are identified in Figure 7 accordingly):

1. Edges that located fully inside the text (i.e., linked component or subword).
2. Edges that located fully outside the text.
3. Edges that located partially inside the text.
4. Edges go to the infinite.

Depending on Figure 7, the voronoi vertices are also categorized into the following types depending on their position with respect to text object (the vertices are identified in Figure 7 accordingly).

a. Vertices coordinate positioned in the text.
b. Vertices coordinate positioned outside of the text.
c. Vertices with unknown coordinates (virtually considered to have coordinates at infinity).

The above recorded types of voronoi vertices and edges will be utilized in estimating the Arabic handwritten text baseline in the next section.
3.3. Baseline Estimation

The voronoi generators are the sampling points which are resulted from the text contour tracing. The VD is built from those extracted generators. The proposed baseline based VD estimation method estimates the baseline in two steps. In the first step, the baseline potential points are selected based on those voronoi vertices and edges which are positioned inside the text boundaries (i.e., type “A” and “1” of the voronoi vertices and edges). Any vertexes satisfy one or more of the following conditions, it will be a baseline potential points:

1. If three or more edges connected in each other in the same vertex.
2. If the angle between two adjacent edges (are connected by the same vertex) is approximated between 70 to 90 degree. 
3. If only one potential point is detected in any connected component, this point will be ignored.

The potential points of Figure 6 are presented in Figure 8. Then, in the second step the baseline can be estimated in curved or in straight baseline. The curved baseline is estimated by joining all the edges between two or more potential points located in the same connected component, while the straight baseline is estimated by joining all the potential points by using the liner line. Figure 9 presents the curved and the straight baseline estimated of the Figure 8.

4. Experiment Results

The horizontal projection method (which is selected as benchmarking algorithm) and the proposed baseline estimation based VD method have been implemented using MATLAB programming language installed in the personal computer with processor speed core i3 2.13 GHZ. The proposed and horizontal methods are applied on the example version of the IFN/ENIT dataset. Figure 10 presents examples of the Arabic text baseline obtained using the proposed based VD method (in straight and curved line) and the horizontal projection methods implemented in this paper.

5. Discussion

An effective baseline estimation method for Arabic text should ideally deal with the following requests: working properly with or without diacritics and noise, working efficiently with the skewed images and running time properly. The results obtained by the proposed based VD and the horizontal projection
methods were discussed and compared against the IFN/ENIT dataset depending on the following criteria.

5.1. Noise Removal

Arabic baseline estimation methods are negatively affected by noise. Therefore the noise should be filtered prior to the baseline estimation process [6]. Many image processing operations can remove the noise such as Gaussian or Median filters. The salt and pepper noise method is implemented on the Arabic word “Marth” (مارث) to verify that the proposed based VD and the horizontal projection methods are working probably with or without noise images. See Figures 11 and 12.

Based on Figure 11 and 12 the noise does not effect the proposed baseline estimation based on VD method performance because it detects the baseline from those edges and vertices which are positioned within the text boundaries. On the other hand the horizontal projection method highly affected by the noise and the baseline cannot be detected.

5.2. The Diacritics (Dots, Madah, Shadda and Zigzag)

Not only due to the cursive nature of the Arabic text which poses complex questions to the ACR systems but also due to the diacritics which are often seen as dots or zigzag located upper or below the baseline. The ACR system becomes bulky and time consuming resulting in degraded accuracy. Researchers have found a workaround and suggested the removal of diacritics during post processing stages with specific recorded information on their location. This information can be used at a later point of time to make the OCR system more robust and accurate [8]. In this paper, an experiment is conducted to verify that the proposed based VD and the horizontal projection methods are working probably with or without diacritics. Therefore, the Arabic handwritten word ‘Zanoush’ (زنوش) which consist of five dots and “Shadda” has been chosen. Figure 13 presented the estimated baseline by the proposed based VD and the horizontal projection methods with diacritics. Figure 14 presents the results obtained by the two methods without diacritics.

Based on Figures 13 and 14 the proposed baseline estimation based on VD method can estimate the Arabic baseline estimation with and without diacritics, while the horizontal projection method did not do so.

5.3. The Skewness

The Arabic text skewness is determined as one of the main difficulties facing the Arabic baseline estimation methods performances. The robustness of the Arabic text baseline estimation algorithms to rotation should be tested by using various rotated images. An experiment is done to test the robustness of the proposed and the horizontal projection methods to rotation. A text image of Arabic word “اة” has been rotated by 90 and 180 degrees and the baseline is estimated from the resulting images using the proposed baseline estimation and the horizontal projection methods, the results is presented in Figure 15. Based on Figure 15 the proposed baseline estimation based on VD method can estimate the Arabic baseline estimation in the different rotated images, while the horizontal projection method did not do so.

5.4. Speed

The processing times for the two methods are measured in seconds depending on the CPU time taken during the methods execution. Figure 16 presents the total average processing time obtained by the two
baseline estimation methods in baseline processing the 569 text images of IFN/ENIT dataset. Based on Figure 16, the horizontal projection method is faster than the proposed method. As well as, estimating the straight line by using the proposed method is faster than the curved one.

Figure 16. The total average processing time obtained by the two baseline estimation methods.

6. Conclusions

In this paper a novel baseline estimation method for Arabic text depending on the exploited component of the VD was presented, implemented and discussed. Baseline estimation is one of the most important in the pre-processing stage of ACR. It has a direct impact on the performance and dependability of the segmentation, skew normalization, and feature extraction stages of ACR.

The proposed Arabic baseline estimation method consists of three main phases: Preliminary phases, VD constriction, and baseline estimation process phases. The contour was traced at the long of the text and the sampling points were recorded to be the VD generators. Then the VD is constructed from those sampling and the baseline is detected from the vertices and edges which are positioned within the text boundaries. The proposed method was executed, verified and validated on the IFN/ENIT Arabic handwritten dataset. It is discussed and compared with the horizontal projection method against the IFN/ENIT dataset based on affecting by noise, working properly with or without diacritics, working efficiently with the skewed images and running time properly. The yielded results are presented in output images and graphs.

The results proven that the proposed Arabic baseline estimation method works efficiently with the slanted and the skewed text images. Hence, it does not need normalization process or any slant, skew correction. As well as, it is also capable to handle various sizes of text images, as well as it does not affect by noise. Furthermore it works probably with or without diacritics. On other hand the horizontal projection baseline estimation method affected by noise and diacritics. Due to the fact, VD construction is a time consuming stage, the proposed method recommend using the VD components in other OCR stages. Finally this paper concluded that, the proposed based VD method is the first Arabic text baseline estimation method able to estimate the Arabic text baseline in straight or in curved line.
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